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P-R-O-C-E-E-D-I-N-G-S1

(2:01 p.m.)2

CHAIRMAN RYERSON:  Good afternoon.  Let's3

go on the record.4

Welcome, everyone.  This is Judge Ryerson.5

And I'm here with Judge Arnold, and Judge Abramson is6

participating by telephone.7

JUDGE ABRAMSON:  True.8

CHAIRMAN RYERSON:  Excellent.  Before we9

take the formal appearances for the parties, I would10

just like to review a couple of basic ground rules.11

This call is being transcribed by a12

reporter.  There will be a transcript available13

eventually.  You will make the reporter's life much14

easier if you try to remember to identify yourself15

before you speak.16

We have also made this call available in17

a listen-only mode to members of the public or the18

media.  As far as I know, no one has taken advantage19

of that opportunity, but just be aware that there is20

a possibility that a non-participant or two is21

listening in.22

With that, let's begin with the formal23

appearances for the Applicant, TVA.24

MR. BESSETTE:  Good morning, Your Honor.25
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This is Paul Bessette from Morgan Lewis representing1

TVA.  On the phone with me is my colleague, Kathryn2

Sutton, and we also have from TVA Ed Vigluicci and3

Scott Vance.4

CHAIRMAN RYERSON:  Okay.  Thank you.5

Welcome.6

MR. BESSETTE:  Thank you.7

CHAIRMAN RYERSON:  And the Southern8

Alliance for Clean Energy.9

MS. CURRAN:  Good afternoon, Judge10

Ryerson.  This is Diane Curran representing SACE.11

CHAIRMAN RYERSON:  Welcome, Ms. Curran.12

MS. CURRAN:  Thank you.13

CHAIRMAN RYERSON:  And appearing for the14

NRC staff?15

MR. ROTH:  Good afternoon, Your Honors.16

This is David Roth for the NRC staff.  Also with me is17

Catherine Kanatas for the NRC staff, as well as two18

staff members, Justin Poole, the senior project19

manager, and Elaine Keegan, the senior project manager20

for the environmental concerns.21

CHAIRMAN RYERSON:  Okay.  Thank you, Mr.22

Roth, and welcome to all of you.23

I hope this will be a short call.  We have24

a few different purposes.  One is to discuss some25
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changes to the initial scheduling order.  I think it1

was issued back in May of 2010, so some changes to2

that I think are going to be required.3

Secondly, we would like to go over a few4

administrative matters that may or may not require5

changes to the scheduling order, but which we probably6

should discuss as we I think are approaching an7

evidentiary hearing before too terribly long in this8

matter.9

And, third, I -- and this, really, I am10

speaking for myself at this point.  Since I'm the new11

Judge on the case, having replaced Judge McDade just12

a few weeks ago, I would like to at least share some13

of my own philosophy of handling cases, some of which14

I think is shared by my fellow board members, not all15

of which is necessarily shared by them, but these are16

the thoughts of one Judge with one vote anyway.17

The first is that, looking at the18

scheduling order that is already in the case, I will19

say it is somewhat more prescriptive than I personally20

favor.  I don't think we need to change most of it,21

but my usual starting point is to assume a high level22

of professionalism and responsible actions by counsel,23

unless and until shown otherwise.  And that policy I24

think has generally at least served me well.25
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So some of the elements of the scheduling1

order, certifications before filing motions, and the2

like, I don't think we should change any of that at3

this point.  But it is, as I said, at least somewhat4

more prescriptive than I personally favor.5

I also should share again, speaking for6

myself, some skepticism towards importing wholesale7

into our proceedings procedures that really were8

designed for jury trials in the federal courts or the9

state courts.  I think many of those procedures, or10

many of the procedures that we have in our rules, are11

sometimes less efficient or less useful when you12

consider that the judges are the ultimate finders of13

fact here, not a jury.14

And particularly when you are talking15

about an L hearing where most often there is no cross-16

examination by the parties and the judges essentially17

ask questions about what is of concern or interest to18

them, and that is what the evidentiary hearing pretty19

much consists of, at least the oral portion of it.20

And so the oral portion of it is often relatively21

short, I think, in comparison with the amount of22

written testimony, the number of exhibits that23

typically come in.24

And I will get to some of those points as25
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we go through some of the issues perhaps in a little1

more detail.2

The first point is this:  we appreciate3

very much the parties' joint response to our request4

for proposed changes to the order, the scheduling5

order.  I think judges always appreciate it when6

parties can get together on matters that are not7

usually really the subject of dispute and agree8

amongst themselves on how to handle something.9

And so, that said, we are going to accept10

all of those changes as proposed, and the scheduling11

order will have those changes.12

Second item I wanted to talk a little bit13

about is summary disposition.  And here I don't think14

any changes in the scheduling order are really called15

for, but, again, in the nature of perhaps sharing some16

thoughts, I would like to get in a little bit about17

some of my views, and I think, to some extent at18

least, some of my fellow board members' views about19

summary disposition.20

But possibly we can shortcut all of that.21

I don't know -- is any party contemplating another22

motion for summary disposition?  I know that there has23

already been one denied in this case.  Let me start24

first with the Applicant.25
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MR. BESSETTE:  Your Honor, at this point,1

we were not anticipating filing another motion based2

on the decision on the prior motion.3

CHAIRMAN RYERSON:  Thank you.  Anybody4

else thinking of filing a motion for summary5

disposition?  Ms. Curran?6

MS. CURRAN:  No, Your Honor.7

CHAIRMAN RYERSON:  Okay.  And I assume the8

NRC staff is not.9

MR. ROTH:  Dave Roth for the staff.  No,10

Your Honor.11

CHAIRMAN RYERSON:  Okay.  Well, that does12

shortcut I think a little bit of that.  You know, it13

sounds like everybody has the same sense that we do,14

the Board does, that summary disposition, at this15

stage particularly, is very often difficult to succeed16

and often more efficient just to proceed directly to17

a hearing on the merits.  So I won't go into that any18

further.19

The next section of the scheduling order,20

Section K, does bring up some issues, at least in my21

mind.  And it wasn't totally clear to me, if we're22

just reviewing the record, as to where things stood.23

But at this point, there is only an environmental24

contention.  25
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I guess there is also an environmental1

contention being held in abeyance subject to the2

Commission's further direction.  But that is off the3

table for the moment, so we have essentially one4

environmental contention.5

As far as I'm aware, there is no safety6

contention, nor is one pending.  And the staff's most7

recent report projects an EIS in February, next month,8

and the SER in December of this year, which suggests9

that we probably should be going forward with an10

expeditious hearing on the environmental contention11

and not wait for the SER.  12

Does anyone else have a different view?13

I'll start again with the Applicant?14

MR. BESSETTE:  No, Your Honor.  This is15

Paul Bessette.  We concur with moving forward on the16

hearing on the environmental issue.17

CHAIRMAN RYERSON:  Okay.  Ms. Curran?18

MS. CURRAN:  At this time, we don't see19

that it is necessary to wait.  You know, we haven't20

seen an EIS yet.  So, you know, if the EIS has21

something in it that's different than what we have22

seen before that would indicate a relationship, we23

would certainly brief that to the Board.24

CHAIRMAN RYERSON:  Right.  I appreciate25
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that.  But I think you are also aware, Ms. Curran,1

that if it is not new, then essentially your2

outstanding contention just carries forward to the3

final environmental document, and you don't --4

MS. CURRAN:  That's right.5

CHAIRMAN RYERSON:  -- for the exercise of6

repeating it.7

Let me ask the staff -- your most recent8

report was earlier this month -- how confident are you9

in the February date at this point?  And are you10

thinking about mid-February, late February?11

MR. ROTH:  David Roth for the staff.  Late12

February is where we are more confident.  Should that13

become clear, that that date will slip, then we will14

notify the Board and the parties.15

CHAIRMAN RYERSON:  Okay.  We will16

certainly appreciate that.17

Now, reviewing the current scheduling18

order, in light of that, it looks to me as though we19

are talking about an evidentiary hearing, an oral20

evidentiary hearing, in the late summer/early fall of21

this year.  Does that seem to be what everybody else22

is contemplating, or am I misreading the existing23

schedule?24

MR. BESSETTE:  Your Honor, this is Paul25
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Bessette.  We might as well just stay in the same1

order.  We concur with that.  But, again, as Ms.2

Curran stated, and as the current scheduling order3

identifies, the trigger date to begin all of the4

filings is whether there are any new or amended5

contentions filed on the to-be-issued FEIS.6

CHAIRMAN RYERSON:  Right.  Understanding7

that, though, we are looking -- we are talking six to8

eight months after the trigger date to actually go to9

an oral evidentiary hearing.10

MR. BESSETTE:  That's correct.11

CHAIRMAN RYERSON:  Okay.  And I take it no12

one else disagrees with that.  Ms. Curran, that sounds13

-- again, assuming you do not have another contention,14

that sounds --15

MS. CURRAN:  Yes.16

CHAIRMAN RYERSON:  -- realistic to you?17

MS. CURRAN:  Yes.18

CHAIRMAN RYERSON:  Okay.  And that is19

consistent with what the staff expects.20

MR. ROTH:  David Roth for the staff.  Yes,21

Your Honor.22

CHAIRMAN RYERSON:  Okay.  Let me raise one23

issue about the oral evidentiary hearing.  As I think24

probably everybody recognizes, it is the policy of the25
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NRC to hold evidentiary hearings, where practicable,1

near the site of the affected facility.2

That said, I notice that as is often the3

case, this would be a bit of a traveling roadshow,4

since the Board is here, the staff is here, we have5

Morgan Lewis at least with a Washington, D.C. office,6

and, Ms. Curran, I believe you are also in Washington,7

D.C.8

Let me start with you, Ms. Curran, because9

you may have the strongest feelings about this.  Do10

you have an interest in having the hearing in11

Tennessee, or might you be amenable to having it here12

in Rockville?13

MS. CURRAN:  I think my clients would14

prefer to have the hearing near the plant.15

CHAIRMAN RYERSON:  Okay.  Do you think16

it's useful for you to get back and confirm that with17

your client, or are you pretty confident of that?  Is18

that your position, in other words?19

MS. CURRAN:  Well, I'm pretty confident.20

I mean, I'm glad to touch base -- we haven't talked21

about it recently, but I would be very surprised if22

they were interested in having the hearing in23

Washington, because they want interested members of24

the public who are neighbors of the plant to be able25
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to come.1

CHAIRMAN RYERSON:  Yes.  We certainly2

understand that.3

MS. CURRAN:  Yeah.4

JUDGE ABRAMSON:  This is Judge Abramson5

here.  What issues are presented by the nature of the6

information that is currently presented at that7

hearing?  I noted a lot of filings are such that it8

would be difficult for the public to hear or read9

them.10

MS. CURRAN:  Well, the issues have to do11

with the impact of the cooling water system on the12

aquatic ecosystem of the Tennessee River.  So it's not13

-- you know, it's not a -- it's not so technical that14

people can't understand it.  It's actually -- and it's15

such, you know, an issue of interest to a lot of16

people, not just related to the nuclear facility.17

So, you know, that is one that I think18

they want to --19

JUDGE ABRAMSON:  And what about the SUNSI20

sort of stuff?  How much do you think is likely to be21

SUNSI when we go to hearing?22

MS. CURRAN:  I can't imagine any of it23

will be.24

JUDGE ABRAMSON:  I'd like to hear from the25
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Applicant on that when we get around to the1

opportunity, Paul.2

CHAIRMAN RYERSON:  Yes.  Well, I was about3

to turn, if we are briefly finished here, to the4

Applicant.  Possibly TVA also has an interest in5

having the proceeding in Tennessee.  I'll start with6

you, Mr. Bessette.  Do you have a view on that?  Does7

TVA have a view on that?8

MR. BESSETTE:  Your Honor, we can support9

it at any location.  Obviously, a lot of the company10

witnesses and the company lawyers from TVA are located11

within -- near the plant.  But I'm actually going to12

defer to Mr. Vigluicci.  Ed, do you have any opinion13

on the preferred location of the hearing?14

MR. VIGLUICCI:  I think we could support15

either, Paul.  Like you said, we expect a few16

witnesses from TVA, all local, in the Watts Bar --17

Knoxville, Chattanooga, Watts Bar area.  But, you18

know, that -- with that small number of witnesses,19

perhaps, you know, five to six, six to eight, or20

whatever there are, you know, we -- if the Board21

determined that D.C. would be the better location, we22

could support that as well.23

CHAIRMAN RYERSON:  And with regard to24

Judge Abramson's question, does anyone from TVA see25
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non-public exhibits being a significant factor, or1

non-public testimony here, or testimony?2

MR. BESSETTE:  Your Honor, this is Paul3

Bessette.  To date, we have not had any non-public4

exhibits as far as I can recall.5

CHAIRMAN RYERSON:  Okay.  Thank you.6

Well, I think, you know, when I think of7

a traveling roadshow, I sometimes think about the8

lawyers' convenience.  I was momentarily forgetting9

about the witnesses.  So it sounds to me as though,10

first of all, unless Ms. Curran has a change of heart11

after talking with her client, we will assume that she12

has a strong desire to be in Tennessee.13

It sounds like for the Applicant there are14

in fact some advantages to being in Tennessee.  The15

policy of the agency is to be near the affected16

facility, if practicable.  So I think our default17

position, unless people want to tell us to the18

contrary in the coming months, will be that we should19

be seeking a forum or venue in Tennessee for the20

evidentiary hearing.21

MR. BESSETTE:  And, Your Honor, Tennessee22

is a -- I mean, there is a broad area.  As Mr.23

Vigluicci mentioned, perhaps there could be further24

discussions as we get closer to perhaps a location25
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that is convenient for travel but also close to the1

facility.2

CHAIRMAN RYERSON:  Yes, that would3

certainly make sense.  So we can explore that a little4

down the road, I think.  We are still some months off.5

All right.  The next item that I have on6

my plate here, a pretty minor one, Section K1, and I7

think it affects two and three, of the scheduling8

order.  9

In recent years -- this is a fairly old10

scheduling order -- boards have generally imposed some11

exhibit formatting requirements that are designed to12

facilitate the electronic marking of exhibits.  As I13

said, I think that is pretty standard.  Possibly all14

of you are quite familiar with those now, simply some15

standardized letter designation and numbering system,16

and so forth.17

So we propose to just add that to the18

scheduling order, so when the first set of exhibits19

come in they are already formatted the way that will20

help electronic marking of them.21

Section 4K of the order -- scheduling22

order -- deals with motions to strike.  And this --23

and I'm not sure if motions in limine are addressed in24

there as well, but this is one area -- maybe I25
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approach this as someone who litigated for over 351

years before I came here.  2

Again, this seems to me an area where we3

have somewhat done a wholesale importation of rules4

designed for juries into an administrative process.5

And I'm not sure it is always the most efficient way6

to proceed.7

I can assure the parties that the Board8

does not need to banish evidence entirely from the9

record in order to find it unpersuasive.  And, again,10

I don't want to go too far down the road on this, but11

I just caution you that sometimes some motions to12

strike and motions in limine involve perhaps an awful13

lot of effort with minimal advantage.14

I can refer you to the views of one Judge15

on the panel -- that is me -- and another Board, as16

reflected in Footnote 170 of the GE-Hitachi mandatory17

hearing decision on the laser enrichment case.  That18

is LBP-1221.  Again, Footnote 170 is a pretty long19

footnote that at least, frankly, expresses my views on20

the subject.  You may want to look at it.  But, again,21

I am only one vote on this Board.22

JUDGE ABRAMSON:  This is Judge Abramson.23

Let me say that I have served on two or three boards24

where the testimony that has been presented has been25
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sorely out of line with what was at issue, and motions1

to strike were appropriate and were granted.  I don't2

expect we will see that in this case, given who3

counsel is/are.  But I won't hesitate to agree with a4

motion to strike if things are out of line.5

CHAIRMAN RYERSON:  Yes.  And at the same6

time, sometimes I have seen other boards spend7

considerable time and agonize over whether some8

particular line of evidence is so irrelevant or9

unpersuasive as to be -- as to warrant being stricken10

or rejected as opposed to simply being found not11

persuasive.12

So there is a line there, and I think we13

have very responsible, capable counsel on all sides in14

this case.  And I hope you will all be aware of the15

line as you consider filing motions of that nature.16

Section M of the existing scheduling order17

deals with the timing of proposed findings of fact.18

And, frankly, this is one aspect of the order that19

surprised me when I read it.  As it presently exists,20

it provides for 60 days for an initial round of21

proposed findings of fact, and then another 30 days22

for proposed rebuttal findings.23

The guidelines or the milestones for our24

decision, the Board's decision in this case, call for25
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a decision within 90 days of the evidentiary hearing.1

And it -- at least it struck me that I suspect in --2

that this provision was perhaps not too thoroughly3

focused on the first time around back in 2010.4

I don't think we should set up a schedule5

that essentially makes it impossible for the Board to6

comply with the milestones.  Sometimes there are7

reasons when complying with the milestones has to8

yield or should yield to a thorough and thoughtful9

decision.  But I really don't think we could start off10

with a schedule that makes compliance impossible.11

And I believe all three Board members12

agree that something more like 30 days for13

simultaneous filings is much more appropriate, and14

I'll give you a couple reasons for that.  First of15

all, again, we have very capable counsel here.  And,16

at least in my opinion, capable counsel start thinking17

about the findings that you want the Board to make18

before you start drafting the testimony that will19

support those findings.  It's not generally the other20

way around.21

In the schedule here, everybody will have22

written testimony from -- their own written testimony23

and other written testimony well before the24

evidentiary hearing.  And, frankly, if we end up with25
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just one contention, as we now have, my guess is that1

the evidentiary hearing will not be terribly, terribly2

long.3

So for all of those reasons, we propose to4

change Section M to provide for proposed findings of5

fact 30 days after the -- make it 30 days after the6

closing of the evidentiary record, which would involve7

also transcript corrections.  So it will be a little8

more than 30 days after the actual hearing.9

I would -- the parties can certainly argue10

at the end of the hearing if they want that more time11

is required.  But until we see what the evidence is12

and how long the hearing is, the Board would prefer to13

put in 30 days.  14

And I might also mention -- and, again,15

this is an area which I think with capable,16

responsible counsel there will not be a problem -- but17

we will deal with the timing of proposed transcript18

corrections at the end of the hearing.  19

But certainly, in my experience, rarely20

are there transcript corrections that are material to21

the outcome of the case, and even more rarely can22

responsible counsel not agree upon what those23

corrections are.  24

So we will be anticipating that there will25
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be a joint motion for transcript corrections, and1

we'll allow some reasonable time for that at the end2

of the hearing.3

MS. CURRAN:  Judge Ryerson, this is Diane4

Curran.  I just want to say that I appreciate that you5

mentioned that during the hearing that you will give6

an opportunity, if the parties think that more time is7

needed, to ask for it.  8

I was just in a hearing where there was --9

there was a 30-day period for proposed findings.  It10

was a case where the hearing went on for two days.11

Quite a lot happened at the hearing, I guess is the12

way to summarize it.  It really focused the -- there13

was a huge amount of written evidence that was very14

much focused at the hearing, and it was incredibly15

onerous to submit proposed findings in the space of 3016

days.17

And in both that case and in this case18

there was no practical reason why we couldn't have had19

more time, because there were other things that were20

delaying the licensing of the plant.  21

So I just appreciate that opportunity.  It22

may be that, as you say, it's a very short hearing and23

that we are all -- we have all been over the evidence24

and it is no problem to file in 30 days.  But that25
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wasn't the case in this last hearing I was in, and I1

think it really -- it hurt our ability to prepare a2

meaningful proposed decision, which is I think what3

you are looking for.4

CHAIRMAN RYERSON:  Yes.  That is what we5

are looking for, and I appreciate your making that6

point now, that you certainly can make the argument if7

it's -- if the facts justify it at the end of the oral8

evidentiary hearing, that you need more than 30 days.9

But for our present position, I think that's a good10

assumption, that the parties can do it within 30 days.11

Okay.  That's I think my list.  While we12

have everyone together, Judge Abramson, any other13

matters you would like to raise?14

JUDGE ABRAMSON:  No, I'm fine.  And I15

appreciate -- I think you're right, Ms. Curran, that16

there shouldn't be any SUNSI issues in this case.17

CHAIRMAN RYERSON:  Okay.  Judge Arnold?18

JUDGE ARNOLD:  No.  I have no questions.19

CHAIRMAN RYERSON:  Okay.  While we have20

everyone, TVA, any thoughts or questions?21

MR. BESSETTE:  This is Paul Bessette.22

None here, Your Honor.23

CHAIRMAN RYERSON:  Okay.  Ms. Curran for24

Southern Alliance?25
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MS. CURRAN:  No, nothing further.  Thanks.1

CHAIRMAN RYERSON:  Okay.  And, finally,2

the NRC staff.3

MR. ROTH:  David Roth for the NRC staff.4

Nothing here, Your Honors.5

CHAIRMAN RYERSON:  Excellent.  All right.6

Well, if I understand the schedule, we will probably7

have a first round of testimony and exhibits -- that8

is, prefiled written testimony -- probably around the9

end of April.  10

And I think, you know, we probably will --11

the Board will schedule another call at some point,12

probably after that unless someone has an issue, and13

see where we are mechanically and procedurally and14

perhaps talk about a physical forum or venue for the15

oral evidentiary hearing.16

But until then, we stand adjourned.  Thank17

you, all.18

(Whereupon, at 2:29 p.m., the proceedings19

in the foregoing matter were adjourned.)20

21
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